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Switching off gas will cost consumers thousands 
 

A full scale switch from gas to electricity will create huge new electricity demand and force 
prices up. 
 
‘Today’s report from the Climate Council, Switch and save: how gas is costing households is 
yet another analysis that assumes there are no consequences to the energy system from a 
major increase in electricity demand’, said Steve Davies, CEO of the Australian Pipelines and 
Gas Association. ‘most people will understand this is not the case and that using today’s 
average prices to estimate future savings is misleading’. 
 
‘Already this week we have seen reports from energy leaders that electricity prices will rise 
by an unprecedented 35% next year. This is just the beginning of the energy transition and 
prices are only going to go up further as we transform the energy systems to decarbonise as 
quickly as possible’ 
 
‘Switching from gas and increasing electricity demand will exacerbate this. Almost all 
electrification advocates conveniently ignore this reality.’ Said Mr Davies 
 
Gas provides energy to Australians to heat their homes and water and cook their family 
meals. Home heating occurs in winter more often at night. In the electricity system of the 
future, electricity supply in winter will be constrained by lower solar output as the days are 
significantly shorter, up to four hours shorted. Further, most heating of homes occurs at 
night, heating with electricity will be increasingly reliant on electricity storage, not electricity 
generation. 
 
‘In reality, analysis of the cost of heating in homes should be comparing the costs of reliable 
electricity through storage, not the current average cost, with the cost of gas’. 
 
The main meal most Australian’s cook at home is the evening meal. Using electricity to cook 
in winter has the same issue as heating with electricity in winter, the energy system of the 
future will most likely be constrained in winter. In summer, the evening is already the time 
of peak electricity demand as everyone turns their air conditioner on when they get home 
from work. Increasing electricity demand through cooking will increase demand at the time 
it is most expensive, driving average prices up significantly. 
 
‘The first houses to shift to electric cooking and heating can be absorbed by the existing 
electricity system easily. Millions of houses cannot.’  
 
Gas has many strengths that offer benefits to today’s energy system and the energy system 
of the future. It is easy to transport and store. It provides high quality, reliable heat. Natural  
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gas today provides heat to millions of homes throughout Australia. The network can deliver 
future fuels such as hydrogen and biogas with minimal upgrades and cost.  
 
‘We urgently need sophisticated, independent integrated system planning that considers 
the myriad of factors that impact the cost and speed of the transition across all energy 
types. Energy Ministers have directed the Australian Energy Market Operators to commence 
this kind of planning and APGA is fully supportive of this work,’ 
 
-End-  
 
 
About 
APGA is the peak body representing Australasia’s pipeline infrastructure. While many 
members have a focus on gas transmission they are active in all aspects of the industry 
including transportation of other products, such as oil, water and slurry. Our members 
include constructors, owners, operators, advisers, engineering companies and suppliers of 
pipeline products and services. 

 
Contact 
For further information or the opportunity to engage further with Mr Steve Davies please 
contact: 
Lawrence Shelton 
APGA Communications Manager 
0460 944 229 
lshelton@apga.org.au 


